
Instruction
Stretchy wrap 



Failure to follow the manufacturer’s instructions can result 
in death or serious injury. 

Only use this carrier with children weighing between 
8 lbs (3,5 kg) and 40 lbs (18 kg). 

SUFFOCATION HAZARD: Babies younger than 4 months can 
suffocate in this product if face is pressed tightly against your 
body. Babies at greatest risk of suffocation include those born 
prematurely and those with respiratory problems.

Check often to make sure baby’s face is uncovered, 
clearly visible, and away from caregiver’s body at all times.   
Make sure baby does not curl into a position with the chin 
resting on or near baby’s chest. This position can interfere with 
breathing, even when nothing is covering the nose or mouth.  
If you nurse your baby in carrier, always reposition after 
feeding so baby’s face is not pressed against your body.  
Never use this carrier with babies smaller than 8 pounds 
without seeking the advice of a healthcare professional. 

FALL HAZARD: Leaning, bending over, or tripping can cause 
baby to fall. Keep one hand on baby while moving.

CORRECT:
Upright (optimal)
Chin up: face visible
Nose and mouth free

CORRECT:
Upright (optimal) 
Chin up: face visible
Nose and mouth free

INCORRECT:
Reclined
Baby is hunched with
chin touching chest.
Babys face covered.

WARNING!
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KEEP FOR 
FUTURE REFERENCE

Never use a sling carrier when 
balance or mobility is impaired 
because of exercise, 
drowsiness, or medical 
conditions.

Never place more than one 
baby in the sling carrier. 
Never use/wear more than 
one carrier at a time.

Never use sling carrier while 
engaging in activities such as 
cooking and cleaning which 
involve a heat source or 
exposure to chemicals.

Never wear sling carrier while 
driving or being a passenger 
in a motor vehicle.

Check for ripped seams, torn 
straps or fabric, and damaged 
hardware before each use. 
If found, stop using carrier.

Always check to ensure that 
all knots, buckles, snaps, 
straps, and adjustments are 
secure.

Ensure that the baby is safely 
positioned in the sling carrier 
according to manufacturer’s 
instructions for use.

Never leave a baby in a sling 
carrier that is not being worn.

Check on the baby often. 
Ensure that the baby is 
periodically repositioned.

READ AND FOLLOW ALL PRINTED INSTRUCTIONS AND VIEW 
INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS (IF APPLICABLE) BEFORE USE +

KEEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE USE

Failure to follow the manufacturer’s instructions can result 
in death or serious injury. 

Only use this carrier with children weighing between 
8 lbs (3,5 kg) and 23 lbs (10 kg). 

SUFFOCATION HAZARD: Babies younger than 4 months can 
suffocate in this product if face is pressed tightly against your 
body. Babies at greatest risk of suffocation include those born 
prematurely and those with respiratory problems.

Check often to make sure baby’s face is uncovered, 
clearly visible, and away from caregiver’s body at all times.   
Make sure baby does not curl into a position with the chin 
resting on or near baby’s chest. This position can interfere with 
breathing, even when nothing is covering the nose or mouth.  
If you nurse your baby in carrier, always reposition after 
feeding so baby’s face is not pressed against your body.  
Never use this carrier with babies smaller than 8 pounds 
without seeking the advice of a healthcare professional. 

FALL HAZARD: Leaning, bending over, or tripping can cause 
baby to fall. Keep one hand on baby while moving.

CORRECT:
Upright (optimal)
Chin up: face visible
Nose and mouth free

CORRECT:
Upright (optimal) 
Chin up: face visible
Nose and mouth free

INCORRECT:
Reclined
Baby is hunched with
chin touching chest.
Babys face covered.

WARNING!
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   Practise with a doll or bag of flour first

-  Practise on/around a soft surface

-  Don’t start or continue when your baby 
   is tired and frustrated

-  Use a mirror

-  Go see a baby wearing consultant for 
   advice or a training

Hints and tricks when
feeling insecure



1. Breathe
Ensure baby is always able to breathe. Never cover baby’s head with fabric or any other element. Your baby 
can suffocate! Keep baby’s chin off his chest, the little ones may not have sufficient muscle control to lift up 
their chin or open their airway. Baby’s chin and nose should face upwards. Ensure sufficient neck support.

2. Hips
We recommend that you do not carry your baby in a cradle position, this might block baby’s airway. 
Ensure a straight up position (vertical) with knees higher than baby’s bottom. Baby’s legs should be 
evenly supported from knee to knee in a nice frog position.

3. Kissable distance
Keep your baby snug to your body and high on your chest at a kissable distance. Create sufficient 
neck support until baby’s back and neck muscles are developed well enough. If your back starts 
aching, you might be carrying your baby too low or the carrier might be twisted.

4. Keep an eye out
Check your baby and the carrier regularly. Make sure the carrier is comfortable and your baby are 
okay. Adjust any ’slack’ in the carrier and ensure you’re baby is still snug to your body, has their chin off 
their chest and is well supported.

5. Support while moving
Always support your baby when leaning forward or sideways. We recommend you bend at your knees, 
this is best for you and your baby. Don’t carry babies when you are suffering from dizziness, epilepsy or 
other symptoms that may put your baby at risk. In any case of uncertainty consult a doctor or counsellor.

6. Use common sense
Remember to use your common sense and your best judgement to keep your baby safe and secure. 
Any activities you would not do with your baby in your arms, such as driving a car, you should not be 
doing with your baby in a carrier. Your baby might get injured or harmed. Sudden or rigorous bouncing 
movements are not recommended for your baby (shaking baby syndrome).

7. Avoid danger
We recommend that you do not expose your baby to extreme weather circumstances, like heat, wind or 
cold. Also, we suggest you stay in safe distance from dangerous elements like water, fire, heights and 
other risky environments. Any caregiver might have troubles reaching you and your baby. Be conscious 
that not all caregivers have experience with carriers.

8. Protection
Provide corresponding protection for your baby in any circumstance. Dress baby accordingly weather 
conditions. Apply sun lotion where appropriate and possibly protect baby’s head with the right 
headgear.

9. The right carrier
Always use a carrier that is suited for the age and weight of your baby. In any case of 
uncertainty ask our service team or professional baby wearing consultant for advice.

Safety first!

Important!

Keep these instructions for future use and reference. These instructions 
can also be found online, in your own language at: ByKay.com/instructions



English  Face of baby 
is covered

Español  Face of baby 
is covered

Français  Face of baby 
is covered

Deutsch  Face of baby 
is covered

English  Baby is too low

Español  Baby is too low

English  No upright position and 
baby’s chin is touching chest

Español  No upright position 
and baby’s chin is touching 

Français  No upright position 
and baby’s chin is touching 

Deutsch  No upright position 
and baby’s chin is touching 

English  Baby can’t breath

Español  Baby can’t breath

Français  Baby can’t breath

Deutsch  Baby can’t breath

English  Chin up and nose and 
mouth are free

Español  Chin up and nose 
and mouth are free

Français  Chin up and nose 
and mouth are free

Deutsch  Chin up and nose 
and mouth are free

Français  Baby is too low

Deutsch  Baby is too low

Nederlands  Face of baby 
is covered

Nederlands  Baby is too low Nederlands  No upright position 
and baby’s chin is touching chest

Nederlands  Baby can’t breath Nederlands  Chin up and nose 
and mouth are free



English  Spread the fabric 
to prevent twists in fabric.

Español  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Français  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Deutsch  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

English  Cross the two pieces of fabric behind your 
back and bring them to your front, over your shoulders.

Español  Cross the two pieces of fabric behind your 
back and bring them to your front, over your shoulders.

Français  Cross the two pieces of fabric behind your 
back and bring them to your front, over your shoulders.

Deutsch  Cross the two pieces of fabric behind your 
back and bring them to your front, over your shoulders.

English  Hold the ByKay label in 
the middle and gather the fabric.

Español  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Français  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Deutsch  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

English  Start tightening fabric by evenly pulling the 
waistband and straps. Make sure fabric is snug around you.

English   Grab both pieces and guide them all 
the way down through the waistband.

Nederlands  Kruis de twee stukken stof achter je rug 
en breng ze over je schouders terug naar voren.

Nederlands Gebruik het label 
in het midden als referentiepunt.

Nederlands Gebruik het label 
in het midden als referentiepunt.

Español  Grab both pieces and guide them all 
the way down through the waistband.

Français  Grab both pieces and guide them all 
the way down through the waistband.

Deutsch  Grab both pieces and guide them all 
the way down through the waistband.

Nederlands Grab both pieces and guide them 
all the way down through the waistband.

Español  Start tightening fabric by evenly pulling the 
waistband and straps. Make sure fabric is snug around you.

Français  Start tightening fabric by evenly pulling the 
waistband and straps. Make sure fabric is snug around you.

Deutsch  Start tightening fabric by evenly pulling the 
waistband and straps. Make sure fabric is snug around you.

Nederlands Start tightening fabric by evenly pulling the 
waistband and straps. Make sure fabric is snug around you.

1 2 Optional 3 4 5



English  Optional: Tie a double 
knot in the back

Español  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Français  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Deutsch  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Nederlands  Gebruik het label 
in het midden als referentiepunt

English  Or bring back the straps 
to the front and tie a double knot

Español  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Français  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Deutsch  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Nederlands  Gebruik het label 
in het midden als referentiepunt

English  Cross the two pieces near your 
belly button and bring them to your back.

Español  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Français  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Deutsch  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Nederlands  Gebruik het label in 
het midden als referentiepunt

English  Guide baby’s legs through 
each strap, without pressure

Español  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Français  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Deutch  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Nederlands  Gebruik het label 
in het midden als referentiepunt

English  without pressure or 
force, whilst supporting your baby

Español  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Français  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Deutch  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Nederlands  Gebruik het label 
in het midden als referentiepunt

English  Bring the waistband 
back down

Español  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Français  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Deutsch  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Nederlands  Gebruik het label 
in het midden als referentiepunt
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Optional



Optional

English   Grab the waistband 
and pull it over both baby’s legs

Español  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Français  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Deutsch  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Nederlands  Gebruik het label 
in het midden als referentiepunt

English  Spread the strap that is closest to your body evenly from knee to knee 
and shoulder to shoulder. Spread the other (upper) strap likewise. 

Español  Spread the strap that is closest to your body evenly from knee to 
knee and shoulder to shoulder. Spread the other (upper) strap likewise. 

Français  Spread the strap that is closest to your body evenly from knee to 
knee and shoulder to shoulder. Spread the other (upper) strap likewise. 

Deutsch  Spread the strap that is closest to your body evenly from knee to knee 
and shoulder to shoulder. Spread the other (upper) strap likewise. 

Nederlands  Spread the strap that is closest to your body evenly from knee to 
knee and shoulder to shoulder. Spread the other (upper) strap likewise. 

English  Tuck away fabric 
that’s covering baby’s face

Español  Tuck away fabric 
that’s covering baby’s face

Français  Tuck away fabric 
that’s covering baby’s face

Deutsch  Tuck away fabric 
that’s covering baby’s face

Nederlands  Tuck away fabric 
that’s covering baby’s face

English  Grab upper half of waistband and 
bring it evenly up all the way to baby’s neck.

Español  Grab upper half of waistband and 
bring it evenly up all the way to baby’s neck.

Français  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Deutsch  Use the label in the 
middle as a point of reference

Nederlands  Gebruik het label 
in het midden als referentiepunt

Done!
12 13 14 15



Tight  
Slings and carriers should be tight enough to hug your baby close to you as this will be most 
comfortable for you both. Any slack/loose fabric will allow your baby to slump down in the carrier 
which can hinder their breathing and pull on your back.

In view at all times 
You should always be able to see your baby’s face by simply glancing down. The fabric of 
a sling or carrier should not close around them so you have to open it to check on them.

Close enough to kiss  
Your baby’s head should be as close to your chin as is comfortable. By tipping your head forward 
you should be able to kiss your baby on the head or forehead.

Keep chin off the chest 
A baby should never be curled so their chin is forced onto their chest as this can restrict their 
breathing. Ensure there is always a space of at least a finger width under your baby’s chin.

Supported back
In an upright carry a baby should be held comfortably close to the wearer so their back is supported 
in its natural position and their tummy and chest are against you. If a sling is too loose they can slump, 
which can partially close their airway. (This can be tested by placing a hand on your baby’s back and 
pressing gently - they should not uncurl or move closer to you.)


